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A Tribute

Donald J. Gibson, D.D.
1921-1983
Don Gibson was bora on July 25,
1921, in the Chicago suburb of
Maywood. He died on Sept. 27,
19.83, at his home in the Eastern
Michigan District parsonage in
Brighton. His death came following
a rapid physical breakdown at the
end of a summer of illness.
Although there was a deterioration
of his body, there was never a
breakdown in his spirit. In the final
hours he ate cereal, enjoyed a glass
of chipped ice, and talked with the
family. During the first week of
September, when the realities of
his illness, were becoming more
evident, he was asked by his wife if
he was discouraged. He said, “No, I
wouldn't be discouraged if they
told me I was going to die tomor
row." And that is the Don Gibson
we all loved and will remember.
After graduating from Austin
High School in Chicago, Don
enrolled in Olivet College in 1940
in the first freshman class oh the
new campus. On the day of gradua
tion, in 1944, he was married to
Evelyn Bowman. Their gifts and
graces complimented each other as
they became a strong and almost
invincible team in the Kingdom,
always focusing their, ministry on
people.
After pastorates in Potomac, II-

linois and Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Don began a series of district
assignments. No other man in the
denomination has ever before been
superintendent of four districts, in
eluding Wisconsin, Missouri, Cen
tral Ohio and Eastern Michigan.
Perhaps Don's crowning service
was given in the office of Execu
five Director of the Department of
Evangelism at the denominational
headquarters in Kansas City. He
and Evelyn gave hands-on leader
ship to the concept of “Evangel
ism Explosion" which reached
every district in North America
and many districts overseas.
Somewhere in heaven, Don G ib
son, today, is greeting people just
like he always did, saying, “Isn’t
God good!” And that terrestrial
realm is more attractive to us all
because he is there.
Don is survived by his wife,
Evelyn, three daughter^, Mrs. Joan
Read of Brazil, Mrs. Linda Hiebert
of Washington, D.C., and Beth of
Bethany, Oklahoma; also sons-in
law, Terry Read and Murray
Hiebert, and grandchildren, Kim
Danny, and Jenny Read, and Ann
Hiebert; one brother, Robert Gib
son and three sisters, Grace Towns,
Jean Gibson, and Margaret Lower
Dr. L eslie Parrott

Car crash claims NBC Anchor
Jessica Savitch and fiance
NEW HOPE,* Pa. (Sun Times
Wires) - Television newswoman
Jessica Savitch and a man iden
tified as her fiance were killed
when their car ran off a highway
and plunged into a canal north of
Philadelphia, officials said Mon
day.
—
Miss Savitch, 35, an anchor for
NBC News and the public televi
sion series "Frontline” drowned
along with New York Post execu
tive Martin Fischbein.
Police said the car in which the
couple was riding was found up
side down in about four feet of
w ater e a r ly ' M onday in the
Deleware Canal near River Road,
one of the main routes to New
Hope, an artists' colony popular
with tourists. The crash site is
about 35 miles north of Philadel
phia.
The mud is knee-deep on the bot
tom,” one rescuer said. “It looked
like they tried to kick the doors
open, but they couldn't."

The car's back window was
smashed, allowing water and
debris to pour into the car, author
ities said. Rain was falling at the
time of the accident, but officials
said they did not know if it was a
factor in the accident.
Bucks County Coroner Thomas
Rosko confirmed the deaths Mon
day. He said the bodies were
recovered at about 2 a.m., but
noted they appeared to have been
underwater for several hours.
Miss Savitch, who has been with
NBC'since 1977, delivered NBCs
one-minute, prime-time news up
dates during the week, and had
been an anchor for the Saturday
edition of the ”NBC Nightly News"
until last summer, when she was
replaced by Connie Chung. She
was also anchor for NBCs special
news service for its TV affiliates
and was the anchor for "Frontline,"
a weekly documentary series
' begun by public television in
January.

Olivet is a college; it is "Education with a
Christian Purpose." But there is more.
Olivet is a place where our childhood
dependence gives way to adult
responsibility. Olivet is where the past
stops and tails away in light of the
present. Olivet is where the future begins.)
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Dr. Hopkins Commitment
to Christ and music
By Michele Monroe
Mellow, determined, sincere.
That's Dr. Harlow Hopkins, chair
man of the Division of Fine Arts at
Olivet. Twenty-nine years of his
life have been devoted to his pro
fession at the college. His jo b i n i
eludes conducting the Concert
Band, directing chapel music, and
teaching private lessons and
classes. His dedication to his pro
fession is only one of the qualities
that makes him admired by many.
Hopkins' love of music and
teaching is one of the main reasons
why he is so dedicated to his pro
fession. When a student at Olivet,
he was greatly influenced by the
dedication o f h is. professors,
especially that of Dr. Walter
Larsen, who was the chairman of
Hopkins has the unique ability to music, working with wood and re
the department at that time. He has
never questioned his freshman handle difficult situations well. In pairing, and watching sports on
year decision in choosing music as chapel one year some gerbils were TV. “I guess I let the demands of
a profession. When offered a job at let loose while he was conducting the job enter my life too much," he
Olivet he took that as an indication and the whole audience was talk says. What really motivates him to .
that the Lord wanted him to start ing and laughing. He didn't know do what he's doing is his commit-,
his career there.. He considers it a what had happened, but when the ment to Christ. The underlying
priviledge to be working with song was over he walked to the force that he would like to com
Christian people and admits, “I microphone and said that this was municate to students is to commit
guess I've stayed here because I e n -' the first time they had gotten a re their fives to Christ. He says, “It's
sponse like that to their music, and something you will never regret.”
joy doing what I do."
Hopkins has a good rapport with then he turned around and con Because most of his time is spent at
his job, he works hard at getting
students. With many of them, he is tinued with the program.
Another big part of Hopkins' job things done. “Whatever I do I try to
more than just a teacher. He is a
friend. Two of his students said he is traveling with the band. One of do well.”
His goals for the future include
influences them to become the best the highlights of his career was
in what they're doing and never when they played at Dallas in recruiting more music majors, hav
forgets-the spiritual aspect of their 1976. They performed prior to a ing an opera or musical at Olivet,
learning. "Dr. Hopkins puts out program on education by the as well as some goals for future
quality students,” one said. Beth Church of the Nazarene. There band performances. Hopkins is
Alger, a student who has taken were four television cameras and content with his fife and his job. “I
conducting from him, says he takes 20 foot screens, in an auditorium think musicians in general are peo
an interest in students that he seating 30,000. The band was ple who enjoy life.”
Students say that Hopkins is
doesn't have to take. “He cares for featured on in-house television for
them immensely and does take 30 minutes. “I couldn't look at it definitely an emotional person. It
time out for them." By seeing very often, but I looked up once was not surprising to see tears in
potential in Beth, he influenced her and here they had the tuba bell fill his eyes when the band played so
ing the whole screen and the pic well at the Larsen dedication.
career choice of teaching music.
colo
superimposed on the tube bell Whether he's shedding a tear or
To many, Hopkins appears to be
a rather reserved person while as we were playing the Stars and cracking a joke, his sincerity
leading hymns in chapel. General Stripes. The band really played shows. Because he is spontaneous
ly, he is, but to those that really well, and I had people I didn't in his emotions, some don't know
know him, it's a different Story. know stopping me for two days how to respond, and it takes time
Under that reserved appearance after that complimenting me on the to get to know him well. But
lies a casual spirit and a spon performance. It was a very gratify students who do, see qualities in
him that rfiake an impression on
taneous sense of humor. Hopkins ing experience.”
Although he has very little free their fives. “He's the kind of man
says, "I do my best work with my
back to the audience.” But the band time, Hopkins spends it reading, you have great respect for," one
sees the frontal view as Hopkins practicing and making chamber said.
makes faces or drops his false
tooth. Antics continue in rehearsal
when music sounds strange or
moves d ifferently,. because he
often will conduct it in the same
strange way, making everyone
And on the other side of the
Washington — More U.S. Mar
laugh instead of play. Once when
ines are currently rushing to Beirut world, Cuban resistance on the
reacting to some bad music, he
after a suicide bombing attack kill Caribbean island of Grenada has all
ended the song b y , throwing his
ed 219 and wounded at least 37 but ended, according to a Cuban
baton across the room.
radio broadcast, monitored in the
more early Sunday morning.
Band members often call him
President Reagan, who will meet U.S.
“Doc” and joke with him on tours.
again today with the National
On the bus he walks around and
Sixty-one U .S. citizens left
Security Council, vowed that the
tells stories and talks with students.
“despicable act” would not “drive us Grenada Wednesday in the first
They feel cotnfortable with him.
out" of Lebanon, where the troops evacuation since United States
One year some of them sewed bells
troops, along with those of some
are on peace-keeping duty. in the liner of his suit jacket, and he
“We will not yield to interna other Caribbean nations, invaded
didn't know it until he started to
tional terrorism because we know the island. These were the first of
conduct. Sometimes before a con
thatif we do, the civilized world some 1,000 U.S. citizens to be
cert, band members will put pic
will suffer and our values will be evacuated.
tures relating to a song in his music
President Reagan will address
fair game for those who seek to
or maybe a little note like, “We love
destroy all, we stand for,” the presi the nation tonight, discussing the
you, Harlow."
crises in Lebanon and Grenada.
dent said.

Death toll rises in Beirut;
Grenada evacuation begins
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New emphasis placed on health

President elected
The Rev. Jim Bond* assistant to
the president and director of devel
opment at Point Loma Nazarene
College, has been elected president
of the college by its Board of
Trustees, effective Aug. 24.
The 48-year-old Church of the
Nazarene pastor fills the vacancy
created by the death on May 3
of Dr. BUI Draper. A native of
Tampa, Texas, the Rev. Mr. Bond
is the 13th president of the coUege,
founded in 1902.
Prior to assuming his duties at
Point Loma CoUege the summer of
1981, he was chaplain and pro
fessor of practical theology at
Nazarene Bible CoUege, Colorado
Springs, Colo., from 1978 to 1981.
Other previous assignments in
clude being president of the
Nazarene Youth International, ser
vice as a missionary in Brazi
(1970-72) and pastor of Nazarene
churches in Colorado, Idaho, Kan
sas, Oklahoma and Wyoming. He
is a past member of the Board of

Regents of Northwest Nazarene
"CoUege in Idaho (1976-78) and of
the General Board of the Church of
the Nazarene (1968-72).
His bachelor of arts degree (1959)
is from Pasadena CoUege, the
form er name of Point Loma
Nazarene CoUege until it moved to
its present location 10 years ago,
and he has a master of divinity
degree from Nazarene Theological
Seminary (1962). Recently he
began graduate studies at Fuller
Theological Seminary.
In March of this year, the Rev.
Mr. Bond was named to the
National Association of Intercol
legiate Athletics' HaU of Fame for
his sports achievements while a
student at Pasadena CoUege.
He is married to the former Sara
(*SaUy*) Whitecanack, They are
parents of James Clifton, a senior at
Bethany Nazarene CoUege in Okla
homa (also a member of the Chris
tian C ollege C oalition), and
Cristina Lynn, a sophomore at
Point Loma.

By Cheryl Dunnington
members on a referral basis when
Olivet's Health Office is placing a spiritual or emotional problems are
new emphasis on wellness and the evident.
Plans for Spring include a
holistic approach to care, accord
ing to Health Nurse, Cindy MiUer. “weight watchers' program, nutri-;
tional education, aerobic exercise
With the knowledge that preven classes and a seminar on death and
tion is better than treatment, Cindy dying. The nursing, reUgion, and
is implementing several new pro home' economics departments wiU
grams for students, faculty and be asked to participate in these ac
staff. Blood pressure monitoring is tivities.
In cooperation w ith Cindy
now provided during office hours.
Diagnosis and treatment of dif MUler, nursing students Georgina
ferent forms of cancer wiU be the Cook, Terri Coffin, Michelle Gardtheme Oct. 10-31. Screening and ziella, and Judy Poskin are pre
information on diabetes wiU be senting various health teaching
avaUable during November. Safety projects as a part of their Com
in the home is the planned focus munity Health class.
“A new policy on attendance is in
for the month of December.
effect this semester as weU," said
' The-holistic approach looks at Cindy. Students wiU receive ex
each aspect of the person, not just cused absences from the nurse on
the presenting symptom of an Ul- ly when they report to the Health
n e ss. C in d y co n s id e rs th is Office during the time they are too
phUosophy basic to her care and sick to attend class, or if they must
plans to utilize other faculty see the physician on Fridays during

class time. Responsibility for all
other absences is between the stu
dent and the professor.
“This is the first year staff and
faculty have felt free to use the
Health Office,' Cindy said. She is
making every effort to promote the
feeling that 'this is an okay place to
come to.' Cindy hopes that her
creativity and motivation for
change and improvement will
result in a new image of the Health
Office and the nursing profession.
“I just hope students and faculty
realize this is a dynamic place
where confidentiality is maintain
ed, not a place to be feared.'
The Health Office is located on
O livet Street behind College
Church and is open for walk-ins
Monday thru Thursday, 8:30 a.m.
to noon, and 12:45 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Friday horns are 8:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. Evening hours are Thursday,
5 to 7 p.m.

Special Edition was Special for Shona
By Teri Bowling
"When it was presented in
chapel, it sounded exactly like
what I wanted to get into. I liked
the aspect of working with people
at headquarters, finding out whai
it was really like and having an in
put on what came out of the youth
department." These were the
reasons behind Shona Hanner's
decision to apply for Special Edi
tion.
Shona is a junior Communica
tions and Christian Education ma
jor from Kurtz, Indiana. She first
heard of and became interested in
Special Edition and Youth in Mis
sion in a chapel convocation her
freshman year at Mount Vernon
Nazarene College. Her interest
was rekindled last year as a
transfer student, at Olivet during
the special YIM presentation. She
applied and was one of the three
chosen to participate out of more
than fifty applicants.
The youth ministries depart
m e n t o f th e In te r n a tio n a l
Nazarene World Headquarters in
Kansas City was the location of
Shona's summer experience. Out

of that particular department
comes such publications as B read,
Teen's Today, Sunday School cur
rículums and other similar items.
Shona specifically worked with
the Sunday School curriculum, in
cluding the Junior High Leader's
Guide for the Spring quarter.
When asked what her “duties"
w ere and how they were handled,
she had this reply.
“They treated me exactly as an
editorial staff position. I was given
the manuscripts that the writers
had sent in, edited, gave my opi
nions of them and came up with
activities that were needed. I was
responsible for turning that in just
as an editor would be."
Shona also commented on the
cooperativeness and helpfulness
of the personnel at headquarters.
"They always went out of their
way to make each of the students
feel welcome."
A payment of $500 by each per
son into the ministry took care of
this room and board costs for the
six to seven week period and also
provided a spending allotment

each week for personal use. The
Youth in Mission budget and the
general church made up for any
added expenses.
Special Edition provided Shona
with some long term experience
that will be beneficial to her in the
future. “W e were able to make
personal contacts and that’s impor
tant in getting into any aspect of
business. Knowing someone and
them knowing you and -your
capabilities, talents and skills
enables them to more readily call
on you if you're needed.” At least
one story printed in another
publication provided a broader
range of contacts for each of the
interns. Shona herself "w rote a
poem which was purchased and,
published by B read, and she is cur
rently writing for Teen's Today."
The daily writing assignments
involved in working at headquar
ters gave opportunity for consistant critical analysis of writing
ability and style. This type of con
structive feedback improves skills
and knowledge, which Shona
stated has been helpful in school
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and still live on the benefits finan
cially, yet know that something's
going to happen or someone's go
ing to be helped as a result of the
time I spend, I feel a lot better
about doing it.
Shona recommends Special Edi
tion for anyone interested in
Christian journalism as an oppor
tunity to see if it's really what you
want and expect. After working in
the heart of the area, chances are
high that any doubts or questions
about your future in Christian
journalism will be answered in
Special Edition.

CUSTOM LETTERING
TRANSFERS

GLIMMERGLASS STAFF

B utch Stafford

writing assignments as well as in
her journalistic writing.
Although she would like to be
involved in Special Edition again,
Shona expressed that she felt it
should be a once in a lifetime op
portunity. The career option is still
possible and Special Edition cer
tainly provided a good basis for
that idea. Shona's experience gain
ed this summer not only initiated
and established career contacts,
but also gave her an insight into
Christian journalism •that excites
her.
"Putting in eight hours a day on
a jo b where I'm doing it just to get
the money and there's no real
benefit coming from it except that
I'm getting something to exist on,
seems almost useless to me. But if
I can put my time into something

FITNESS CENTER SPECIAL INCLUDES:
1 hour classes Mon., Wed., Fri
1/2 hour classes Mon. - Fri.
Individual exercise programs
M EW weight programs
Paramount equipment
Sauna
Lockers
Whirlpool
Showers

Anyone desiring to apply as future
entertainment contact Fred,
at

CARRIAGE LANE MALL
200 N. Washington
Bradley, IL 60915

YWCA
1080 E. C ourt, Kankakee1
933-4516

O N C Student Special
$20 per month
O PEN 8:00 am -8:00 pm M on.-Thurs.
8:00 am -6:30 pm Friday
9:00 am -Noon Sat.

Delivery service to Bradley & Bourbonnais
Call 932-0101

' Offering 20% off on any pizza
with this ad, through Dec. 1
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Trip to England planned
B y J il l Ferree
“This kind of interaction between
students in a somewhat different
academic setting" is one of the
things Dr. Gary Streit is looking
forward to as he directs the
seminar "The Best of Britain."
O n Dec. 26 Olivet students will
board an airliner en route to
England. Nearly 20 students will
spend the next 13 days visiting
such places as London, Stratford,
and Cambridge, concurrently in
creasing th eir know ledge of
England.
Dr. Streit is still promoting par
ticipation. Since last spring he has

been circulating brochures contain
ing costs and the itinerary.
The group will leave OHare Air
port on Monday, Dec. 26 and ar
rive in London the next day. After a
four-day stay, they will move on to
Stratford, the Lake District and
Edinburgh. York is the next stop,
then on to Cambridge® where
students will visit one of Britain's
most famous universities. An over
night stay in London will precede
the group's return flight to Chicago
on Jan. 8.
In London the Olivetians will see
Windsor Castle, Westminster Ab

bey and the Houses of Parliament.
While at Cambridge the students
will stay as guests of host families
there. There will also be a tour of
Shakespeare's birthplace at Strat
ford-upon-Avon, and a walk along
the Pilgrim's Way, the famous
roadway of Canterbury Tales.
Students participating in the trip,
according to Dr. Streit, will be able
to receive three hours credit, either
in Literature or Intercultural
Understanding. Loans are also be
ing made available to students
prior to a payment deadline Oct.
31.

PERFO RM S
* On Oct. 15, the Kankakee Sym
phony Orchestra performed in
Kresge Auditorium in the Larsen
Fine Arts Center. It was the or
chestra's opening concert for the
1983-84 season.
Marylou Johnson made her
debut as the new concertmaster for
the organization. She has had pro
fessional experience as a chamber
musician, solo violinist, and or
chestral player along with serving
for five years as concertmaster of
the Chicago Civic Orchestra.
Conductor Ovid Young led the
orchestra in Rachmaninoffs V ocal
ise, Stravinsky's Pulcinella Suite, and

Rossini's overture to The Italian G irl
in Algiers. Mr. Young also ied Men
delssohn's Concerto No. 1 in G
M inor fo r piano an d orchestra with
guest conductor and soloist, Anthony
Pappano, performing in the role of
piano soloist. Mr. Pappano served as
conductor for the Haydn Symphony
No. 101 in D M ajor.
Anthony Pappano, a native of
London, has received the prestig
ious Julius Rudel Award which is
given to young conductors, and he
is currently in his second year as a
member of the musical staff for the
New York Opera.
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M.K.s on campus
B y Ja n ie Sem lar
M.K.s (Missionary Kids) studying
at ONC represent four world areas.
The students are Randy Calhoun,
Debra, Dan and Diana Miller, Jon
Riley, Phil Walker, Brenda Wilson
and Peggy Wilson.
D ebra® Dan and Diana are
children of Rev. and Mrs. Hilbert
Miller, now serving in Malawi,
Africa. Prior to this assignment
they were in Swaziland and the
Republic'of South Africa. Debra is
a senior music major. Dan is a
junior with religion and history
majors. Diana is a freshman.
Also from the Republic of South
Africa are Randy and Jon. Randy is
a junior religion major. His parents,
Rev. and Mrs. Ron Calhoun, are
working at the Bible College in Port
Elizabeth. Jon, a senior chemistry
major, is the son of Rev. and Mrs.
Jack Riley, who are pioneering
work in the Ciskei.
Phil, also a senior chemistry ma
jor, is from Papua, New Guinea.
His parents are Rev. and Mrs. Don
Walker.

From the Philippines comes
Brenda, a freshman. She is the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Stanley
Wilson.
Peggy's parents, Rev. and Mrs.
Allen Wilson, are now serving in
Columbia. Previously they served
in Costa Rica. Peggy is a senior ma
joring in family services.
Although ONC has no organized
activities just for MK's, they are
included in the activities of Sonrise

GRAND OPENING
WEEKEND
Oct. 28, 29, 30
The newest animated Laser Disk Games
Located in Kroger Shopping Center

Adcraft Printers
& Lithographers

5 FREE TOKENS
7 pm - 10 pm Fri. 28 for stopping by

Business and Social Printing

7 Tokens - $1.00
To ONC students with coupon

— Resume Service —

Located in Kroger Shopping Center

1355 W . Jeffrey

Phone 932-6432

Kankakee

H

I

\ r■
Special Secretarial M eeting ~
Panel Discussion: Secretaries of
the Administrative Team
Speakers include: Marti Kauff
man, Connie Skinner, Mary Ann
Link, Betty Elliptt and Joyce Holl.
The meeting will be tonight at 7
p.m. in the E. Martin Board room.
Questions will be entertained by
the audience. Admission is 50c for
non-members and free to mem
bers. Refreshments will be served.

according to Peggy. “Occasionally
we get together . informally for
cookies and a visit," says Debra,
On Tuesday, Oct. 5, Rev. Charles
Gates, World Mission Candidate
Secretary and pastor to missionar
ies, met the MK's and took them to
supper.
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Now here
“ MACH III & CLIFF HANGER
O u tw a rd B o u n d is a s h o t o f
h ig h a d v e n tu re in th e w ild ern e ss.
A n d a lo t m o re .
It’s a tr ip t h a t l l sh o w y ou w h a t
y ou 're m a d e of.
You c a n d isc o v e r y ou cam do
a lm o s t a n y th in g y ou w a n t—if you
try.
O u r 3-w eek e x p e rie n c e in selfc o n fid e n c e s u r e is n 't easy. B u t it
m ig h t ju s t la s t y ou th e r e s t o f y ou r
life.

Your first challenge: send for
full Inform ation.

0281177006331149062
Name
Street

0

MAYTAG

home
style

State

City
School
Phone

Check the courses that interest you,,
Canoeing

MAYTAG HO M ESTYLE
LAUNDRY
DRO P-O FFLA U N D R Y
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
ONC STUDENTS
WELCOME

ASK ABOUT OUR FREE
Wash Card & Monthly
Drawings!!
caff tor datato 897-55M
Open 7 Days a Weçk

KflP9*r Shopping Center

Zip

___
White water
rafting
___
Sailing

__

Desert expeditions
Wilderness
backpacking
Mountaineering

Outward Bound, D ept CG,
384 Field Point Rd.
Greenwich, CT 06830
phone toil free (800) 243-8520

No experience necessary.
Outward Bound admits students of any
sex. race, color and national or ethnic
origin. We are a nonprofit organization.
Scholarships available.

■ B B

iOutward
Bound"
The course that never ends
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Le Professeur
de Français

Career Day a success
By Cheryl Dunnington
Nurse recruiters from 18 dif
ferent areas made a collective ef
fort on Friday, Oct. 14, to lure
graduating Olivet nurses and other
health professionals to their respec
tive institutions.
Career Day began at 9 a.m. in
Ludwig Center as information
booths lined both sides of the foyer.
In past years Career Day has been
housed in Wisner, but with the
complaints of inadequate space and
poor accessibility. The relocation of
the event added to its success, ac
cording to Roberta Wascher from
Burnham Hospital in ChampaignUrbana. She was pleased with the
set-up and the way it was done.
Hospital, Army and Air Force
representatives provided students
with brochures and discussed their
benefits and orientation programs.
Army recruiters enthusiastically
described their opportunities to
every willing listener, tempting
Nursing Students Association Pres
ident Julene Cray to “just get her

name in the computer,' she con- you with a BSN degree."
fessed.
Most representatives felt that stu
Judy Warner from Indiana Uni
dent
interest throughout the day
versity Hospitals stated they get a
couple of ONC graduates every was very good. However, senior
year. She hastened to say that "the nursing student Lorraine Roat
stated, "They didn't really sell
Olivet girls are very good."
Research Medical Center in Kan themselves to me." Roat did believe
sas City was represented by Bar that there was a good variety pre
bara Box. She explained that their sent, and the Indiana hospitals
lo catio n "right next to the sounded the most interesting. Roat
Seminary" accounts for the large and other students agreed that “it
number of Olivet nursing gradu was much better in Ludwig. We
ates they attract each year. Gay got to pass by them all on the way
Myers, a senior nursing student, to lunch, get their literature and all
acknowledged that the main the 'freebies'." Complimentary
benefit of Career Day for her was tokens given away included
to get to talk to Ms. Box since she everything from Rubik's cubes to
plans to go to NTS after graduation. amuse the nurses in their spare
The value of Olivet's bachelor time, to handy pocket flashlights
•level nursing program was affirm for p>eering into patients' pupils.
Much of the event's success can
ed by Jean Mills from Carle Hospi
tal. Mills is a 1975 ONC graduate be attributed to the many hours of
preparation by NSA's president,
from the R.N. completion program.
"It's amazing the difference in hav Julene Gray. As the last folding ta
ing the BSN,” said Mills. 'It gives ble collapsed, Julene admitted to
you more experience to draw from being "exhausted" and “relieved" but
was "overall, very pleased with the
when decisions must be made.
More opportunities are also open to way everything turned out.”

New members inducted to
Delta Rho chapter
By Rhoda K. Hair
Kappa Omicron Phi, a national
home economics honor society, in
ducted five new members to the
Delta Rho Chapter on Sept. 24.
These five Olivet students are
Janice Barr, dietetics major; Joy
Kizzee, home economics minor;
Gail Stewart, home economics edu
cation major; Rhonda Swenson,
dietetics major; and Shari Vanande, home economics education
major.
Kappa Omicron Pi is one of three
national honor societies in the field
of home economics. Delta Rho
Chapter specifies Olivet. Each
school or institution is given a
Greek name.
In this honor society, emphasis is
placed on intellectual and scholas
tic excellence and equally on per
sonal values and concern for
others. Gail Stewart said, "I am
looking forward to our school or
community project. I think that we 1
can be a good influence on others." ;
The school or community project is 1
required of the chapter, and is
- usually some time of workshop or
special speaker which the chapter .
sponsors.
To be eligible for membership,
these ladies had to qualify in three
areas: scholarship, leadership
potential, and personal qualities.
The Kappa Omicron Phi consti
tution declares the following as
minimum scholastic qualifications:
1. Second semester sophomore
standing;
2. A grade ranking in the upper
35 percent of the institution;
3. A cumulative grade of no less
than a B average in home eco
nomics subjects;
4. An overall G.P.A. of 2.7 on a
4.0 system; and
I
5. At least eight semester hours
of home economic subjects.
The second area of qualification
is leadership potential. This does
not require the identification of
proven lead ersh ip , bu t the
assurance that leadership is highly
valued and sought after. This
assumes th e perspective that
leadership is a learned skill. “Being
an R.A., I've had to take on respon
sibilities and basically be a leader. I
feel that with this experience, I can

extend my leadership abilities into
other areas," said Gail Stewart.
The last area of qualification is of
personal qualities. The characteris
tics include:
1. Respect for scholarship in
stead of striving for degrees with
out learning;
2. Ethical standards of behavior.
The individual applies knowledge
and skill in the public interest with
honesty, integrity and honor.
3. Commitment to the pursuit of .
excellence.

By Gary Clark
Although everything from le pas
se com pose to Louis quatorze contin
ues to electrify the atmosphere of
Burke 402, Olivet's French classes
are different in one respect this
year.
Oh, make no mistake, French
students still have to master a bat
talion of verb conjugations, con
quer the lesson on m al and mauvais
and know what's masculine and
what's feminine before they can
even hope to receive an "ah" or a
"bay“ out of the course. However,
as a result of Prof. Vicki Trylong's
one year leave Of absence to work
on her Ph.D., this year the title of le
p ro f de français belongs to former
ONC student joh n Beaney.
With a B.A. in romance lang
uages from Olivet and a masters
degree in comparative literature
from Purdue, Beaney, the son of
botany prof, William Beaney, was
the perfect answer to the question
of who would teach French during
the 1983-84 school year.
In addition to his two degrees,
Beaney was also considered a
natural choice for the job due to his
impressive five-year work record
in the field of romance languages.
First of all, after leaving Olivet in
1978, Beaney worked a year at the
Nazarene Headquarters' publica
tion bureau in Kansas City, typing
and proofreading in Spanish. From
there is was on to Purdue, where in
addition to working on his M.A.,

Beaney also taught a year of
Spanish and a year of French.
With his master's completed
Beaney was off to Madrid, Spain in
1982 to work for Purdue's under
graduate year abroad program.
Although busy with a barrage of of
fice work ranging from typing and
filing to answering the phone anffl
maintaining students' passports,
while in Madrid, Beaney also
taught Spanish people of all ages
his language at a school solely de
signed to teach English.
As a result of this background in
teaching, his current role at Olivet
is basically nothing new. However,
as Beaney pointed out, as O N Cl
French prof, his status has sudden
ly been elevated from “John" td
"Prof. Beaney." “When I was at Pur
due, although I taught classes
myself, I was still a graduate stu
dent," said Beaney. "Now at Olivet,
I'm in class as a real instructor.”
Interestingly enough, according
to Beaney, just being a bona fide in
structor and being able to see "his"
students actually learn under hisinstruction these past 10 weeks has
had a profound effect on him.
"Before I came to Olivet, I wasn'i
sure I wanted to stay in the teach
ing profession.. .getting a master's
was just an end in itself and not a
means," says Beaney, “but now I'cl
really like to make teaching my
career."

Shari Vanade said, "I feel that
these specific qualifications for
membership make being accepted
more of a reward."
The main motto for the Delta
Rho Chapter is "Prove all things;
hold feist to that which is true and
the truth shall make you free."
Throughout this year, the Delta
Rho Chapter plans to participate in
a regional conference, sponsor a
school or community project and
have a fund-raising project.
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AEROBIC EXERCISE
OCTOBER SPECIAL

1 mo.. $17.00 . . 2 days a week
1 m o.. $22.00 . . 3 days a week
1 mo.. $27.00 . . unlimited

New Class Hours:
Mon. Hire Fri.
9 M ., 1 p.m.f 4 p.m.,
5:TS p.m.

429 So. Main Street
(AcrA frm t o h i 'i is Sm Am m Ii )

Mm . Hire There.
9:00/ 1:00, 4:00, 5:15.
6:401
Sat. 9:00 a.».

^
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545 South Kennedy Drive, BRADLEY.

FREE PIZZA
Buy Any Size
Original Round
Little Caesars Pizza
and get identical
pizza free
No limit - Carry-out only
Kroger Shopping Center

Wm T9f M9.9 MTOOBlTlOn«

Pfe. 935-1349
Pizza, Salads, Sandwiches and More
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COMMENT

IF Yw D o u r
ON H A T COMPUTER, luPWIfr-, you'll
NEVER MAKE. ANYTHING
o f Yo u r s e l f /

■
Qualms
Dear Editor,
I wish to express a concern th a t.
has been on my heart and mind to
my fellow Christians. Last year as a
freshman I was shocked to discov
er that Halloween was recognized
on this campus.
I can already hear some groaning
and accusing me of trying to
destroy their fun, but hear me out.
My concern is not the parties, the
trick-or-treating, or the costumes,
as much as it is the question who or
what is being celebrated. However,
costumes, trick-or-treating, jack o'
lanterns, etc. do rind their origin in
pre-Christian Europe. Many of the
pagan religions believed that one'
night a year evil spirits and/or
spirits of the dead would roam the
earth. The people were very mucn
afraid of these spirits. In order to
ward them off they would do
several things. One was to disguise
themselves as spirits (our present
day costumes). They would also
leave food out for the spirits so that
no harm would come to them (our
present day trick-or-treating).
These are just two examples. I will
admit it has been some time since I
have done any reading on the sub
ject, and if you wish to do some
research yourself please go ahead. .
To answer the question who or
what is being celebrated is quite
clear: Satan the prince and power
of the air.
I write this not to condemn, but
to challenge. For it's Christ's sincere
desire that we honor Him in our
words, our deeds, and even in our
holidays.
May the Holy Spirit and
Jesus Christ permeate
your hearts,
D ea W eisenbeck

Petra

3 6 ^
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College Press Service

Rock Seminar rocks views
B y T ed a D ixon
I f God is hot stuff why is He
scared to have other gods before
h im .. . " "Don't need to see those
scars, don’t need Jesus Christ Su
perstar . . . " "God of rock-n-roll will
steal your so u ls.. . "
These quotes from Kiss and Rod
Stewart filled Reed Auditorium,
Oct. 3, as Michael Mills, guest
speaker, presented a rock music
seminar. He attempted to answer
the question, "Is rock-n-roll okay?"
by focusing on hit groups.
Ozzy Osborne was one focus. "It
is one of the most powerful rock
groups on the market," claims
Mills One 14-year-old describes
Ozzy as “being the greatest since
whats-his-name created the earth."
Mills quotes Ozzy, "My music is
hard rock, black magic, Led Zepplin. Mills said, “He sings one par
ticular song, 'Stairway to Heaven,'
with the following words: There's a

Dear Editor,
When I read George Lyons' edi
torial, P etra: One Man's Opinion, I
became angry. I sat down to write a
rebuttal, but everything I wrote
was filled with bitterness and my
words were as irresponsible as the
very words I was criticizing. So in
stead of trying to have a logical
debate with George Lyons (which
would be impossible since he
forgot to include any in his
editorial) I will focus my response
on that which is undebatable;
which does not come from my "ex:
pertise of the Bible”, but from what
I personally experienced that eve
ning.
*1 saw and heard men using their
talents to point others to Jesus
Christ.
*1 heard testimonies which glori- ■
fied Christ and offered encourage
ment.
' *1 sang praises to God.
•Through the lyrics of the songs,
the Holy Spirit spoke to me.
*As a counselor, I prayed with a
young man who gave his heart and
life to Jesus Christ that evening.
I left that concert with a smile on
my face, joy in my heart, and prais
ing God. I knew then, and now,
that when Jesus Christ comes
again, the arguments will be
through, the pious sceptics will
sling mud no more and no one, not
even the greatest Bible scholars can
deny the forgiveness and life that
eight young men and women
found in Jesus the evening when
the Holy Spirit of God moved
through Petra.
More Power to you,
D avid M anville
‘Spanky'

feeling I get when I look to the
■W est. . . there are two paths. . .
still time to change the path you're
on.1 In reverse is mumbled, 'Listen
we've been th e r e .. .because I live
serve m e .. .there's no escapin' it
. . . Satan. . . If we got to live for
Satan. . . Master Satan. . . ' . '
However, there is one group,
"Bow Wow Wow," says Mills, “that
sings enough bad music forward
that one need not concentrate on
backmasking." One song, "Mirror,
M irror," quotes the following
words: “Mirror mirror on the wall
tell me who is the tougest of them
all." A nother voice responds
"Prince of d arkness.. .sinner, sin
ner, sinner. . . So open the door and
me. You must sing with convic
tion. Rock-n-roll is my religiorj and
those who take a stand against m e
are Bible-punching freaks."
"Praise the Lord, Ozzy! You ain't
seen nothin' yet!" claims Mills.

O FFE R S
SPECIAL:

AC/DC, symbolizing bisexuality,
is another group listened to mainly
by eight- and nine-year-olds, says
Mills. "Inject the Venom Right Be
tween the Eyes," "If You Want
Blood," and “Hells Bells" are a few
favorites. Others include "COD"
(care of the devil), and "White Wed
ding" which takes place in a sanc
tuary filled with tombstones.
Quotes Mills, "Our children and
teenagers are filling their minds
with this but what can we do? They
are so enticed by this stuff that one
said, “If you take our music away,
you will have a riot on your hands.”
Another well-known singer is
let Satan i n . . .Prince of darkness."
“Now comes a personal plea in the
song," quotes Mills. "Sinner, sinner,
sinner. . . open the door and let me
in . . . open the door for Satan. . .
please open the door and let me in."
Other groups mentioned were

ONC

“Venom-Welcome to Hell,” claim
ing 'W e are possessed by all that is
e v il.". "Black Sabbath" singing
Wizard" and “Child of the Grave,"
claiming W e sold our soul for
rock-n-roll," and “Prince” with the
song "Any Christian Condemned to
Die."
\ -

Particular artists mentioned by
Mills were Peter Criss exclaming "i
believe in the devil as much as
God." Gene Simmons -questioning
"If God is hot stuff why js he scared
to have other gods before him."
Also Rod Stewart claiming "I
always wanted to be attracted to
men." "Mills answering, "No thank
you, Rod.”
Michael closed the seminar with
the following words: “Satan and
hell is real. Rock music is for real.
The alternative is Jesus Christ. Can
you actually pray with the words of
the song you are listening to?"

STU D EN TS

perm

$30

$40 value

haircut

$4

$8 value

hairstyle

$10

$17 value

M E N ’S & W O M E N ’S
ST Y LIN G C y K tllti d
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BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

933-9721
480 Armour Road
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Homecoming play preparations

By Cassie Stanley
Several students, along with the Bennett, Jody Fitch as Mrs. Jenk- ween the characters on stage. The
director, Stephen Vanciel, will pre inson, Burt Webb as Mr. Darcy, lighting crew includes: Ray Parsent Olivet's 1983 Homecoming Wronda Williams as Miss Mary part, Steve Crow, Mike Gonyea,
play, "Pride and Prejudice," by Jane Bennet, and Debbie Taylor, Steph David Whitteberry, and Denis
Austen. They are performing the anie Johnson, Jeff Myers, and Brian Walker.
adaptation by Brainerd Duffield. It Eckerly are the attendants.
Sound will be used to create a
consists of three acts.
Professor Vanciel chose "Pride rich auditory environment, using
The cast of 12 women and 11 and Predjudice" for a number of music from the period to enhance
men will perform Friday, Nov. 11, reasons. First of all, he said there each scene. The sound crew con
at 9:30 p.m., and Saturday, Nov. was exactly the correct number of sists of Dave Carlson, David Rhine12, at 2 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., in actors and actresses. In the initial hart, Kim Glenn, Denis Walker,
Kresge Auditorium, located in auditions, he found out who was and Emma Howard.
Larsen Fine Arts Center.
seriously interested in performing
The props will be chosen to in
"Pride and Prejudice” takes place in a major play. Secondly, the play dicate the scene, and to illustrate
in England, in 1810, during the Em was adapted from a literary classic characteristics of the people por
pire Period. The theme of the novel by Jane Austen. She catches social trayed in each scene. The students
is the comedy of arranged mar and cultural interactions from her helping are: Sandra Freeth, Denis
riages in England. Its cast includes: day. Finally,, he compared the Walker, Stephanie Johnson, and
the frivolous Mrs, Bennet, the long- adaptations and selected it because Debbie Taylor.
suffering Mr. Bennet, their five it •lent itself to the staging
Costumes will resemble those
daughters, and the young men who possibilities of Olivet's Kresge worn during the Empire period.
come courting. Its heroine is high- -Auditopum.
They are being purchased and
spirited Elizabeth, whose romance
The setting calls for five loca rented from major costume houses
with the haughty Mr. Darcy is tions, staging the play in a manner in Chicago. Students on the crew
greatly complicated by his pride^ that the action flows rapidly from are: Sharon Stroud, Yvonne Carter,
and her prejudice.
scene to scene, and from act to act.
Dave Ruder, Sandra Freeth, and
The cast includes the following Each location will be indicated by Laura Brenner.
students: Step Basset as Colonel props and atmospheric lighting.
Other crews are: Sara McMullen
Fitzwilliam, Randy Bateman as Mr. "The rest of the stage, surrounding and Yvonne Carter, make-up; Jody
Bingley, Tony Beville as Sir the action, will be a light and open Fitch and Ramona McElwain, pub
Laura Urish gives helpful hints to fellow cast mem bers.
William Lucas, Laura Brenner as transformation of the dark cavern
licity.
Miss Charlotte Lucas, Pam Degnei we normally see in Kresge." The
Others participating include:
as Mrs. Bennet, Marcia Hen setting crew in clu d es: Paul j- Darla Homer, student director; stage. Professor Vanciel believes ,it to be. Most of us in our everyday
drickson as Miss Kitty Bennet, W allace, J e f f M yers, Bryan
Ramona McElwain as box office that dynamic acting is more than lives have not developed our
Mike Hoesli as Mr. Bennet, Lisa Eckerley, and Jody Fitch.
director; Cassie Stanley, stage merely reciting words. He said, "An powers of concentration. The job of
Jon es as M iss Bingley, Sara
The essential element of trans- ’ manager; Paul Wallace, assistant effective dramatic presentation can acting requires a highly developed
McMullen as Miss Anne De- formation will be the lighting. One
stage manager;- and Denis Walker, only be bom out of complete ab ility to co n c e n tra te .” T he
believability. The actors and ac cast worked on several exercises to
Bourgh, and Brent Mitchell as of the most advanced features of assistant stage manager.
expand powers o f concentration.
Mr. Wickam.
the new building is the computer
The first phase of rehearsals are tresses must completely believe in
Also in the cast are: Tracy Nich lighting system. Therefore, major j being completed. This includes what they are doing, and act upon The result of this workshop will be
evident in the high quality of acting
ols, as Lady Lucas, Lynn Pettit'as emphasis is being placed in lighting
memorization of the entire play. those beliefs.”
Professor
Vanciel
said,
“I
feel
that
in the fall production.
Lady Catherine DeBourgh, David design. The objective is to use the
The play will be totally memorized
The faculty play director is Pro
Ruder as Mr. Collins, Suzanne system's full potential to illum by Friday, Oct. 21. In the second having a workshop is one of the
fessor
Stephen Vanciel. He has
smartest
things
I
have
ever
done
in
Tetreault as Miss Lydia Bennett, inate the inner conflicts of the play,
phase, each actor and actress
been
at
Olivet for seven years. He
casting
a
play-”
This
acting
Laura Urish as Miss Elizabeth Ben and not just the light surfaces. Also,
begins to develop their character in
net, Stephanie Walden as Miss Jane to clarify what is happening bet relationship to other characters on workshop began with a focus on recently received his master's
the first principles of acting. degree in theatre from Illinois State
Physical and vocal development University. He has directed other
exercises are necessary to tune up plays, including One F oot in
the actor or actresses instrument, H eaven, Im aginary Invalid, The
M ousetrap, You're a G ood Man,
which is their body.
The next focus was on concen C harlie Brown, and The Robe. He is
tration. Professor Vanciel said, "Ac also in charge of the tv studio and
ting is a much more complicated the Media Production Work In
endeavor than most people believe structional Resources Center.
H om ecom ing play, "Pride and Prejudice", T h u rs., O ct. 27-N ov. 10
P h on e 9 3 9 -5 3 3 9 , 4 to 7 p .m .
/
.
P rice $3 I ___________________________
,________________________

“ THE BIG SANDWICH”

Hardeex
BEST DEALS IN TOWN
ON THE BEST EATIN’ALL AROUND.
Lady Catherine (Lynn Pettit) questions her nephew Darcy (Burt Webb).

"

> 448 S . M ain, Bourbonnais
1515 W . Court , K ankakee
575 S . Schuyler, K ankakee

TWO HOT
HAM ‘N’ CHEESE“
SANDWICHES $1.99
Good
at
all
participating
H ard ee’s . P lease presen t th is
coupon b efo re ordering. One
coupon per cu stom er, p lease.

Hardeex
T his coupon
not good in com bination with
any other offers.

Laura Brenner (Charlotte) and Laura Urish (Elizabeth) brush up on lines before a scene begins.
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Orpheus Variety Show

"Ah Yes.. .1 Remember It Well"
Review:

berry-blonde opera singer Lorri
Garvin who found there was no
Following an excellent rendition rendez-vous because the one she
of the "Star Spangled Banner" by was seeking was her other end.
As the E m bassad or H otel
the 69-member choir, Orpheus
workers
were placing scented toilet
Variety Show 1983 was underway.
The theme of this year's show, tissue on the 17th floor, the au
chosen by the choir's officers, was d ience jo in ed Reginald and
"Ah Yes, I Remember It Well.” Penelope, played by Rod Loren and
Ranging from musical solos to Cynthia Green, for tea. In this
vaudeville-type skits, the 2-hOur, hilarious skit, the servants, Steve
28-act performance kept the crowd Gould and Liz Dipietro, catered to
delighted from beginning to end. "It every whim of their master, doing
was a time to get together, have such tasks as combing hair, wiping
fun, and listen to music," said Or lips, and removing chives from bet
ween bicuspids.
pheus President Lorri Garvin/
The second half Of the show
The emcees for the program
were Mr. and Mrs. Winchester began with the changing of the
French, played by Philip Atkins maids at the hotel. The Zimmer
and Bonnie McKnight, and Mr. and mans, who showed up for work
Mrs. Zimmerman, played by David late, immediately cracked out the
Walker and Cynthia Green. Win munchies and sat down to watch
nie and Bitsy French, a stuffy the talent at the hotel's Avacado
English-accented couple/ were the Lounge. The first set of perfor
day-cleaners of the Ambassador mers were Beach Boys Mark
Hotel, and Ralph and Betty Zim Parker, Tony Frame, Fred Jdellish,
merman, a down-home and unso and Steve Gould. They decided
phisticated pair, were .the night that Olivet's midwest farmers'
crew. Through their dialogue and daughters and northern girls just
fine acting, these emcees played an didn't compare to the California
integral part in the introduction girls that they were used to having.
The classy act of the evening was
and flow of the acts, and in the au
dience's enjoyment of the evening. done by the black-suited ladies trio
Leading' off the performances of Gay Myers, Donna Pierce, and
were Doug McKinley, Amy Ran Carla Surface, who' sang to the
som, Bryan Stamer, and Kyra Kirk-., piano accompaniment of whitepatrick who sang "Great Jubila tUxed Jonathan Lee. Next, accom
tion." After this, Steve Carlson sang panied by Scott Apple and Mr. Lee,
about what most of ask ourselves Andy Hurles sang of thinkings
every morning as we look at the air about those who mean so much.
in our mailboxes—"Why didn't you The Java Jive Q uartet-D oug Mc
write?" Tony Frame and Ms. Green Kinley, Lamonte Moon, Bryan
then beautifully blended in the Stamer and Tom Laym on-then
• sang for the waiter waiter percusinging of "Never Gonna Let You ■
lator and of how they loved coffee
Go."
One of the top crowd-pleasers of and tea and the java.
As Mark Parker shook both
the evening appeared very early in
the program. Decked in boots, himself and the morracas, Chip
hats, and spurs, Steve Close, Dave . Mattox and Teresa Ulmet played
Horton, Jim Fitzgerald, and Kent trumpets to the tune of "Spanish
Meyer turned out a super produc Eyes." Clad in sombrerros and
tion of "Elvira." Steve took the lead^ flowered attire, the performers of
Jim "took the lows, and the au this act both humorously delighted
and entertained their viewers.
dience went wild.
If you ever find yourself in a tight Amy Ransom came next as she
spot, the TV skit showed that the charm ingly sang "Evergreen,"
"Boy Scouts of America will save which, come to find out, reminded
you." In this skit Gangster John Mr. Zimmerman of his wife's teeth
Brewer, Boy Scout Dennis John, -e v e r green.
A barber-shop competition en
Story-teller Bonnie McKnight, An
nouncer Brad Garvin, Cook Karen sued between the Sweet Madelines
Abbott, and Tube-flipper Lorri Gar and the Orange Blossoms. Pepper
vin displayed how much fun televi mint-striped Kelli Armentrout, Gay
Myers, Carla Surface, and Donna
sion viewing could actually be.
After we traveled along with Kay Pierce made up the Madelines,
Buker and Pam Degner, we wished w hile gorgeous-legged Doug
that we could indeed save T im e in McKinley, Rod Loren, and Bryan
a Bottle” as Fred Mellish sang of Stamer led the Blossoms. In the
making wishes come true. Next end, th e g irls w ith ou t the
was a darling duet sung by Randy m oustaches won the closelyStegemoller and Lisa Robison matched battle.
•Unforgettable in every way,” which told of the soda shop, foot
ball game, and moonlight that sang Mark Parker, seemingly
speaking of the evening itself. The
brought them together.
Bryan Stamer, the dashing young curtain-closer was performed by
song-writer, sang of the separation Kay Buker and Rod Loren, who,
with a loved one and how the dressed as an elderly couple, look
distance that is between them will ed on the memories of the past as
never break down the love they they sang “Ah Yes, I Remember It
share. This was followed by straw- Well."
By C hris P eal

The TV skit finds Lorri Garvin flipping channels betw een Bonnie McKnight, Karen Abbott and Brad Garvin.

Tony Fram e and Cynthia Green com bine in the singing of "Never Gonna Let You Go."

Philip Atkins (left) serenades his teddy bear, and the “Beach Boys" (above) stopped in for a special perform ance
in the Variety Show.
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SPORTS
Golfers take
NIIC title

Timing up for Nationals
>

By D oretta Rantz

Olivet's Intercollegiate Volleyball
team is hosting the National Chris
tian College Athletic Association
tournament on Oct. 28-29. The NCCAA tournament will be held in
Birchard Gymnasium.
Nine teams asked to participate
are Judson College, Maranatha
^ Baptist College, Moody Bible Insti
tute, Northland Baptist Bible Col
lege, Olivet Nazarene College,
Trinity Christian College, Trinity
College, and Vanard College. “We
have four slots filled for the NCCAA Tournament," says Coach
Brenda Patterson.
Patterson is anticipating a good
turnout by the teams. From six to
nine teams, a pool play is consti
tuted. For less than six teams,
round robin will be played.
In pool play the number of teams
participating is divided in half
Each half plays the other until a
winner emerges. The winners face
a double elimination match. In
round robin, teams engage in of
fense and defense to determine the
winner. The winner must win
against all teams.
The champion will walk away
with the district banner and a spot
in the national roster. Nationals are

at Trinity Christian College in
Palos Heights, Illinois on Nov. 4-5.
Olivet's teammates would like to
go to Nationals, but some stiff com
petition will be encountered, said
Patterson. The 1983 team consists
of seven returning players and
three new players. The starters are
usually returning players. “Team
work and togetherness áre what
will win it for us,” stated the coach.
They play a 5-1 strategy where
the three front row players are hit
ters or spikers. One reason is “we
don't have much height." Thè setter
moves across the front row of
players as the team rotates. Her
starting position is behind the front
row players and as the ball is serv
ed, she moves center court and
next to the net.
For the games and tournaments,
starters won't start every time. It
will depend on how much each VO LLEYBA LL-D enise Brady moves into position as Cindy Campbell safe
photo by Becki Roberts
player has progressed, said Patter ly bumps for a set and spike.
son. “I don't pick those starting
until the night before."
At the first annual NCCAA Tour
nament, there were only five par
ticipating teams. Trinity Christian
took the title and Olivet came in se
cond. Cindy Campbell, senior
volleyball player, said "If everyone
plays their best and as a team, we
can win nationals."

By Bob Brown
The golfers recently approached
the conference meet with high but
subdued expectations. With good
play the Tigers came through with
a one stroke lead and the NIIC
crown.
The winning team total of 353
consisted of Greg Harrell's 87. Jeff
Harrell and Scott Hines finished
with 88 apiece, and Kip Hasselbring added a 90.
Another bright spot for the Tigers
was that of placing three players on
the All-Conference team. Jeff Har
rell, Greg Harrell, and Scott Hines
all were selected for this honor due
to their outstanding play.
Placing these fine accomplish
ments behind them, the linksters
traveled to Woodridge, IL for the
Chicagoland Conference tourna
ment. Shooting a team total of 333,
the Tigers found themselves in the
fifth position of eleven teams. Fifth
seems rather fair, but considering
that only four strokes separated the
Tigers from second place some
what justified the outcome.
Coach Watson is content with
the finishing places of his players
this fall. Golf appears to be a grow
ing aspect of the sports department
and the Olivet Tigers will be a team
to contend with in years to come.

Update
FO O TBA LL
L o ras
O livet

............................ 2/
............................14

Dayton..............
O livet..................
Dora W ilbur prepares to set to a team m ate in a recent women's volleyball
match.
Photo by Becki Roberts
SOCCER—Despite a 1-13 record, the soccer team m em bers continue to
develop fundamental skills, as demonstrated by senior Phil Walker.
________ __________________
Photo by CIndi Steele

half, Tim did extensive damage to
ligaments in his ankle and Dan was
out with pulled ligaments in his
knee. Tim is out for at least 3
weeks, and Dan will probably not
field and Olivet was able to tackle see any more action this year. With
the punter in the end zo'ne for a that, the Tigers were forced to
safety.
move wide receiver Mitch Combs
Coming out for the second half to running back along with Ron
the Tigers had to make some major Lance.
adjustm ents. Starting running
This year, the Tigers made a very
backs Tim Tru ck" Johnson and unusual trip to Colorado Springs,
Dan Demeray did not answer for Colorado.. They went out there to
the second half. During the first play Colorado College. No other

Toughest opposition ahead

The ONC Tigers dropped a disappointing loss to Loras College of
Loras, Iowa on Oct. 8 by a score of
24-14.
But after a good, hard week of
practice the Tigers played the best
half of football of the season against
NCAA Division III powerhouse.
University of Dayton in Ohio.
Olivet received the opening kick
off and from then on there was
n o th in g
but
e x c ite m e n t.
Throughout the first half the
Dayton defense stopped ONCs of
fense short of scoring. But the Tiger
defense was anything but a
pushover. We repeatedly forced
Dayton to punt the ball back to us.
This excitement went on for the en
tire first half as was witnessed by
many supporting ONC fans. But
with :06 seconds left in the first
half, Dayton put the first points of
the game on the scoreboard and
went into the locker room at half
time leading by a small 3-0 margin.
Then it was all Dayton in the se
cond half. When Dayton received
the kickoff, they marched the dis
tance of the field to make the score
10-0 in a matter of minutes. They
completely dominated the second
half by stopping our offense and ,
combining a tough running game I
f f lH H
with excellent passing to run up 45
■ H
points, the most ever against an
Olivet team.
Olivet scored their two points in
the third quarter when the Dayton
center hiked the football over the
punter’s head deep in their own FO O TBA LL- Butch Stafford rolls out looking for an open receiver. D oing'
the inside work are Todd Sanders and A1 Pagliei.

Photo by CIndi Steele

SO CC ER
A urora................
O livet...................

college our size makes a big trip
St. F ra n c is .........
such as this. At least in this area.
O livet.......... , . . .
The Tigers raised the money for the
T rin ity ............
expenses .in order to be able to
O livet...................
make the adventure.
While out in Colorado the Tigers
R ockford ............
visited the Olympic Training
O livet...................
Center, Air Force Base, and some
made the trip up to Pike's Peak. i V O LLEYBALLO livet...................
They left Tuesday night, the 18th,
T rin ity .........\ .
and returned Sunday morning, the
23rd.
TENN IS
This week the Tigers take on No.
Final Record . . . .
1 ranked Augustana.

!^ *!| ?4 Â ,-rl
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ACTIVITIES

More Tricks than
Treats at party
Olivetians howled all night
And some of them
looked afright,
At the Halloween party,
Their laughs were hardy,
As celebrating was
their plight.

Photos by Cindy Steele
The freshman entertained the crowd,
Sometimes the laughter was loud,
Then to find out which costume was best,
They hosted a little contest,
And the winners were very proud.

There laughter filled the air,
Sometimes it was more than they could bear
They had lots of fun with pies,
Shoving it in each other's eyes,
Don't you wish you* were there?
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WORLD NEWS

UPDATE:

Space Shuttle

A gnawing problem
BALTIMORE, MD (C P S)-T h et
biology department of the Univer
sity of Maryland-Baltimore County :
(UMBC) has a gnawing problem:
termites are eating up low-level
radioactive waste in a disposed area
in the biology building. Some offi
cials fear the radioactive termites
could spread low-level radiation
across the campus.
“We've rectified the problems by
having exterminators in,* contends
Phil Martin, who is in charge of the
biology stockroom.
Others aren't so sure. “We
believe we caught the incident in
time," says George Arman, who is
radiation safety officer of a sister
campus—the University of Mary
land (UMAB) - and who discovered
the storage problem. “But we are
still nervous. W e can't afford to go
back and decontaminate the whole
building. All you need is for one
queen to get away,' he points out.
“They lay eggs by the thousands.*
Arman minimizes the danger to
human life posed by the radioac
tive bugs, though he notes extra ex
posure to even low-level radiation
is never good.
Moreover, he's fearful that other
parts of the campus may already be
infested. He's especially worried

about bugs in and around the
chemistry labs where carcinogenic
waste material is stored.
Campuses have been plagued by
an ongoing series of mishaps in
volving low-level radioactive waste
generated in biology, chemistry
and medicine departments.
Most recently. University of Cal
ifornia-Santa Barbara discovered
radioactive material spilled in a
biology departm ent hall and
elevator.
The University of Chicago
recently began a clean-up of lowlevel radioactive waste deposited
during the 1940s, when scientists
were performing pioneering atomic
research.
W est V irg in ia U n iv e rsity ,
moreover, ran out of storage space
in August for radioactive waste
generated by its medical center.
The problem is “basically a nui
sance rather than a hazard,” says
Stephen Slack of WVU's University
Hospital.
“It's a nuisance more than any
thing," agrees Frank Gallagher, CalSanta Barbara's radiation safety of
ficer.
But only at UCLA—where a
group is concerned that radiation
from a small campus reactor may

be contaminating the air and water
in a nearby classroom—and at
UMBC are there worries about
anything more than localized radia
tion spills.
Arman discovered the problem
the first week in October, when he
went to pick up the waste at
UMBC and transport it back to a
permanent waste disposal site.
"It was terrible," he recalls. “We
opened the door and found there
were bugs all over the place. And
not just termites, but centipedes
and spiders and all kinds of
insects.” He found the bugs had
chewed through the bright orange
plastic bags and cardboard boxes to
feed on the waste inside.
“That isn't good news," he says. “If
the bags are damaged, the radioac
tive material may contaminate the
area, and whatever (the bugs) eat of
the waste can be carried through
the building."
Arman says he hopes to convince
UMBC to renovate its temporary
waste storage facility soon. "You
can't just throw (the waste) in a
room and close the door. You must
have some system to control the
lighting and humidity. The boxes
should be set on pallets."

Economy surging
By Robert Burns

percent in August, the largest mon
thly increase since April 1980 and a
Eleven months after the 1981-82
sign that retailers are restocking
recession hit bottom, the U.S.-eco ' shelves in anticipation of increased
nomic recovery is rolling-w ith in consumer demand.
ventories and industrial production
T h e resilience the economy is
gaining momentum while inflation
showing and the momentum it is
remains unusually mild.
showing are surprising,’ said Belin
The Federal Reserve Board
da Pearson, vice president and
reports that industrial production
chief economist at Seattle First Na
rose 1.5 percent in September, say
tional Bank. T h e inflation number
ing gains were "sizable and wide
is certainly a positive reading."
spread” throughout industry.
T h e gov ern m en t eco n o m ic
At the same time, the Labor De reports stirred no great enthusiasm
partment said its measure of the
in the stock market, however. The
wholesale price movements rose
Dow Jones average of 30 industrial
0.2 percent in September, half the
stocks edged up 2.14 to close last
rate of gain in August. For the first
week at 1,263.52. That narrowed
nine months of the year, the de its loss to 8.63 points.
partment Producer Price Index
The stock market has been in the
rose at an annual rate of 0.2 doldrums as investors' attention ap
percent—pointing to the best year
peared focused on concerns-about
for inflation since 1963.
a rise in interest rates. That worry
In a separate report, the Com may be eased, however, by the
merce Department said inventories
Fed's report that its main measure
held by U.S. businesses rose 1.2
of the nation's money supply fell
AP Business W riter

$1.1 billion in early October.
Economists said the decline made
it less likely that interest rates
would turn higher.
In its report on industrial produc
tion for September, the Fed said
auto manufacturers and producers
of business equipment posted
“especially large" advances. Theoverall increase in industrial pro
duction compared with a revised
gain of 1.2 percent in August mark
ed the 10th straight monthly in
crease.
T h e economy is still humming
along,” said Robert Ortner, chief
economist at the Commerce De
partment.
In its inflation report, the Labor
Department said wholesale food
prices rose 0.7 percent, including a
16.3 percent increase in fresh
vegetable prices. New-car prices
were down 2.1 percent, gasoline
prices fell 0.1 percent and fuel oil
was up 2.5 percent.

CAPE CANAVERAL (AP)-Launch resources, astronomy and the at
teams who had spent weeks ready mosphere will have to be scrapped,
ing space shuttle Columbia for an because a major shift in sun angles
Oct. 28 liftoff will now return the Occurs as the Dec. 21 winter sol
ship to a hanger after NASA de stice approaches. Medical and
layed the mission at least a month materials-processing experiments
because of a potential hazard with would not be affected.
Abandoning the research dis
a rocket nozzle.
The space agency set Nov. 28 as turbs the Europeans, who have in
the earliest possible launch date, vested $ 1 billion in the orbiting lab'
the flight's second postponement. 1 and millions more in its experi
■ A Sept. 30 date was pushed back ments. They would rather wait un
because a communications satellite til the next favorable sun period,
needed to support Columbia’s which occurs late in February. But
billion-dollar payload, the Euro that would cost the Europeans at
pean Spacelab, was not fully tested. least $300,000 a month and NASA
The latest delay came during a at least $ 1 million a month.
As a compromise, the European
three-hour meeting of American
and European space officials who Space Agency may propose that if
carefully assessed results of an in the flight is launched in Novem-,
vestigation into why a nozzle lining ber, NASA provide a free ride on a
on an August shuttle flight eroded future shuttle flight for the lost ex
periments. The Americans are not
and nearly burned through.
One of Columbia's nozzle linings charging the Europeans for the first
is made from the same batch of lin Spacelab mission, but plan to
charge transportation charges up to
ing material.
Engineers suspect the batch was' $38 million for later trips.
The nozzle problem dates to the
bad but, unable to resolve the puz
zle, ordered Columbia back to a Aug. 30 launch of the shuttle Chal
lenger.
hangar for a nozzle change.
Engineers examining the ship's
A National Aeronautics and
Space Admininstration statement two bell-shaped solid fuel rocket
said: “A new date for the shuttle- nozzles after they were recovered
Spacelab mission will be based on from the Atlantic Ocean discovered
full confidence in the solid rocket that one of the nozzle linings had
boosters and the science require burned down to two-tenths of an
m ents for the Spacelab e x  inch.
perim en ts. The new date will be no Normally, only about half the
3-inch-thick lining erodes under ex
earlier than Nov. 28."
_ The change means many Space haust tem peratures o f 5 ,700
la b e x p e rim e n ts on e a rth - degrees Fahrenheit.

HAIR DESIGNING FOR MEN AND WOMEN

‘A CUT ABOVE’
FULL SERVICE SALON
BY APPOINTMENT
858 W. BROADWAY • BRADLEY. IL 60915 • 932-1333

45th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

PERiLLO’S SUB VILLA
.V

V

$4.50 each

OPEN 7 DAYS
181 West Harrison
Bourbonnais, IL

between 1685 and 1900 with an
eye to calculating "how long after
one has become interested in music
is it that one becomes world class.“
He used Schwann's Record and
Tape Guide to count how many
times a specific work was recorded
outside collections of the compo
ser's pieces. Any work recorded
by five different orchestras was
worthy of the title masterpiece, he
decided.
Hayes discovered only three
composers whose masterpieces oc
curred before their 10th year of
practice. Two of those were logged
in the composer's ninth year, while
the other came in the eighth year.
But “those were the exceptions,1’
he said. “We're talking about
thousands of works produced in
this category."
Between a composer's 10th and
20th year of creating the produc
tivity increased enorm ously,

plus tax

HOURS: 4:0(X-11:00

Master musicians
PITTSBURGH (AP)-Practice may
not always make perfect, but it's
crucial to the creation of a “worldc la s s " m a s te rp ie c e , say s a
psychology professor who's gauged
the productive levels of the world's
leading composers, painters and
poets.
“It isn't just practice. But what
we're saying is that practice is ab
solutely necessary,’ says John
Hayes, who teaches at CarnegieMellon University.
r
At least 10 year's practice goes in
to nearly any such work, he said.
“You need motivation to put in that
labor,* he added.
Hayes, 54, began his surveys
after reading a study that indicated
“You don't get to be a grand master
chess player with less than 10
years' practice.“ He wondered if
that might hold in other fields.
In 1979 he began compiling
biographies of 76 composers bom

PIZZA 1

declining only after 50 years.
Mozart, considered by Hayes as
the genius of geniuses, was among
those who produced their best
works late in life. “He started out
good and kept getting better all his
life," he said.
Age did not correlate to the crea
tion of masterpieces, Hayes said.
Rather, “It clearly is experience.
The ones who started later took
longer to reach their stride.'

(Behind Fred’s Amoco)

939-0264
Expires Sat., Oct. 29
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CARTOONS

Give blood
Nov. 1

GARFIELD® by Jim Davis
By Beth Dumey
fAA TAKING T H IS STEAK A N P
THERE'S NOTHING VOU CAN PO
ABOUT IT ,C H IP M U N K CHEEKS

I'V E ALWAVS ENCOURAGE P
GARFIELP TO BE A S S E R T IV E .
BUT I BELIEVE H E'S CROSSED
THE FIN E LIN E
TO OBNOYIOUS.

1963 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

by Kevin Fagan
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THIS PUMPKIN PATCH
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PUMPKIN" TO APPEAR.■
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fRETTS 6 0 0 0 1

H
by

Charles M. Schulz

THIS YEAR I KNOW
HE'S GOINS TO COME !

"Giving blood is a unique way of
caring about another human
being,' states the American Red
Cross. Following an eight year tra
dition, the Bloodmobile will be sta
tioned at Chalfant Hall on Nov. 1.
The Circle K club sponsors the ,
biannual event.
Potential donors should weigh at
'least 110 lbs. and be between the
ages of 17 and 65. Also, the donor
should be in good health and not
have donated whole blood within
an eight-week period prior to Nov.
1. Further eligibility requirements
pertain to personal medical history.
The actual donation time is 6 to
10 minutes for approximately one
pint of blood. Since the average
adult's body contains 10 to 12 pints
of blood, the blood given is quickly
replaced. If a candidate does not
know his blood type he may find
out when donating.
The blood donated is processed
and tested at the Red Cross Centers
and then distributed to hospitals.
One donation can be separated into
components and used to treat
several patients. Different compo
nents of the blood are used for a
variety of purposes. Anemic pa
tients, leukemic patients, hemo
philiacs and those treated for shock
are among those benefitting by the
blood tr a n s fu s io n s . M ed ica l
research has in recent years in
creased the many uses of blood.
Traditionally, interdorm compe
tition has been one means of encour
aging students to participate. The
dorm with the highest percentage
of blood given has received the
bloodmobile banner. Spring's turn
out was a total of 188 units of blood
given with 216 students present.
The percentages from last fall were
slightly higher.
Specific details for the event are
still in process. Lisa Claycomb,
secretary of Circle K, is in charge,
while Professor Foote is the faculty
advisor. Paul Wallace may also be
contacted through Circle K for fur
ther details.

WHAT WA5 TUAT? I
HEARD A NOISE.'
IS IT ? IT IS !!
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by Dan Carlson
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ENDNOTES
DeGarmo and Key's
Mission of Mercy
P art 1: New R elease.
M ission o f M ercy is a notable mo- _
ment in the history of DeGarmo &
Key Band. After more than a dec
ade of performing contemporary
Christian music, Ed DeGarmo and
Dana Key have teamed up on the
first DeGarmo and Key album to
be produced solely by themselves.
M ission o f M ercy is DeGarmo &
Key's first studio album in three
years and marks notable changes in
their overall musical sound. Paralelling the current trend in much of
popular music, the band has be
come more keyboard-based and
less guitar-dominated.
'O ur lyrics are also much more
up-front than they once w ere,' says
Ed, who with Dana pairs up to
write most of the material they per
form. Both recall many songs writ
© 1978 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
ten in a "double entendre’ mode in
tended for crossover onto ^ the
secular music charts. The intent of
secular crossover has been over
shadowed in recent years by a
heartfelt desire to be uncompro
mising in their musical message.
“We found that the more up-front
you are,' Ed adds, 'where there are
no hidden meanings, even the nonChristian respects you more for
what you believe in.'
But the album is not a collection
of 11 disjointed songs. Far from it.
'One of the things that we always
strive for,' says Dana, 'is variety in
our music. Eddie and I have been
"The Gift" is an instrumental
studio musicians for a long, long
time. That gives us a pretty good foretaste of a dreamed-of DeGar
repertoire and knowledge of the |mo & Key instrumental album, this
trade to draw from in order to ■particular number written by Ed as
come up with variety. We don't a gift to his wife. “Let the Whole
like to bore people. We want to World Sing" was written by Dana,
keep them interested in the album Ed, and close friend Bob Farrell (of
from the first cut all the way to the Farrell and Farrell); Ed describes it
final one. At the same time, we as "one of the few electronic praise
don't want to confuse people; so, songs-praise music for the '80s.’N
- “In His Love," written by Ed and
there are consistent threads in
every cut.'
Dana but recorded previously by
M ission o f M ercy is evidence of Sandi Patti, varies considerably
DeGarmo & Key's theory of varied from her rendition, providing a
musical menu. The duo, whose new listen to a song which has
songs have also been recorded and already become a favorite with
popularized by such respected ar thousands of record buyers and
tists as Amy Grant, Sandi Patti, radio listeners. “Everlasting Love"
Mylon LeFevre, and Steve Camp, has a similar message within its
composed all but two songs on the lyrics and is one of the band's rarebut-welcome acoustically recorded
latest album.
“Ready or Not,'- a powerful offerings.
"You Can't Run From Thunder*
rocker, kicks off the exciting collec
tion. 'Special Kind of Love" rocks a was prompted from Ed's pen one
bit more gently, but still delivers day when a bolt of lightning and a
the potent music material that has clap of thunder struck across the
come to be expected of DeGarmo & street from where he was sitting.
Key. “All the Losers Win' is a sure “Fill Me Lord" is a soft, beautiful
.candidate for •a spiritually vic- prayer. “That's The Way God Plan
’ torious hit, one which Dana ned It“ is the realization of Dana's
describes as “the song on the album long-time desire to record the Billy
Preston classic.
that is closest to my heart."
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